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ACME® KASTMASTER® WITH TUBE TAIL COMBINES FISH-CATCHING ACTION AND 
FLASH WITH THE ADDED ATTRACTION OF SURGICAL TUBE TRAILER 

 
Serious saltwater anglers know the effectiveness of tube lures for hungry predators like  
striped bass, barracuda, bluefish, bonito, false albacore, weakfish and more.  And of course, the 
castability, fish-catching action and flash of the venerable Acme® Kastmaster® are legendary among  
lure-fishing aficionados.  
 
The only thing better, perhaps, would be a lure that combines both of these in one deadly weapon.  
Introducing Acmeʼs line of saltwater Kastmaster slab-sided spoons featuring colorful tube tails and long-
shank single hooks.    
 
Acme offers this “one-two punch” in 1oz., 1-1/2 oz., 2 oz., 3 oz. and 4 oz. sizes, covering a range of bay, 
inshore and offshore fishing applications.  Each lure features a jewel-quality Chrome plated body for 
maximum underwater flash, together with a choice of surgical tube trailer in Florescent Red, Florescent 
Yellow, Florescent Green and White.   
 
Inside each tube is a needle sharp long shank hook intentionally curved to create an erratic, dancing tube 
action predators canʼt resist.  Combined with the Kastmasterʼs dynamic swimming action when cast or 
trolled, this spoon-and-tail combination provides a large, highly active target for gamefish to hone in on.   
The durable Latex rubber tube is attached to the spoon with a quality Rosco swivel and sturdy stainless 
steel split ring, ensuring maximum tail action and preventing even the most aggressive fish from twisting 
free during the fight. 
 
This versatile lure is a must have for surf casters and boat anglers looking to entice fish busting on  
the surface or feeding on bait suspended in the water column.  Depending on the quarry, anglers can cast-
and-retrieve this lure at different speeds, or troll it to cover more water and find schools of hungry 
gamefish.  The fast-sinking Kastmaster and the added action and color of the dancing tube tail also make 
this unique lure an ideal choice when vertical jigging for cod, Pollock and other bottom-hugging species.   
 
To learn more about the Kastmaster with Tube Tail, or any of Acmeʼs full line of proven metal lures for 
fresh and saltwater gamefish— contact Acme Tackle Co. at 69 Bucklin St., Providence, RI 02907 • 
Telephone: (401) 331-6437 • Or visit online at: www.acmetackle.com. 
 
Editorʼs Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com. 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